San Diego Symposium

Alcohol and Other Drug Information Resources: An International Symposium will take place March 9-13, in San Diego, hosted by UC San Diego's Extension Program on Alcohol Issues. By now most of you have probably made your reservations -- but if you haven't, there is still time.

The first of its kind, this meeting brings together federal government officials of many of the major data collection systems of the alcohol and other drug fields and the intermediaries who access and utilize the information from these systems, librarians, researchers, policy makers, etc. There will be presentations on publicly available data bases such as the Alcohol Data Base, Cork-Online, NIAAA's Quick Facts, as well as descriptions of some of the major data collection systems such as the NIDA Household and senior surveys; (FARS) Fatal Accident Reporting System, NHTSA; (BRFSS) Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (CDC), etc. Emerging issues in information transfer, international concerns, building a network, secondary sources, and more. If you would like to see an agenda or register, call (619) 534-3400. Tuition of $250.00 includes all sessions, exhibits, demonstrations, meals and refreshments per the agenda, and proceedings document.

SALIS Conference Highlights

Many new challenges and projects face the SALIS organization this year after the very successful and stimulating 9th annual meeting in Edmonton in early November. More than 70 persons were in attendance, the largest conference to date. The theme of this year's meeting was The Dissemination of Information Between Nations: A Support and Link To Activities in the Alcohol and Drug Field. Marcus Grant, chief of the Mental Health Division of WHO, delivered a keynote which raised issues about the lack of alcohol and drug problems information in developing countries and the ways that SALIS might go about aiding WHO in reducing these problems. Several suggestions offered in his address included:
1) Twinning -- a method of matching a SALIS library with a center in one of the developing countries to act as a sister library.
2) The development of a manual, a "how to" set up an information service, to be utilized by the developing countries.
3) Creating a partnership with WHO concerning "information access and advocacy."
(SALIS Conference continued, page 3)
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SALIS Membership

It's that time of the year once again, and dues of $25.00 are being received by the new Secretary and Membership Chair, Margy Chan. A form for renewal is inside this issue with address and phone given. Remember, if you became a first time member of SALIS at the SALIS conference in Edmonton, or anytime after September 30, we consider you a SALIS member for 1988.
(Membership continued, page 2)
CSR Wins Contracts

Congratulations to CSR, Inc. for winning both the Office for Substance Abuse Prevention and the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism contracts. OSAP will provide the funds for the newly combined National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and Drug Information, and NIAAA will support the continuation and maintenance of the Alcohol Data Base and the publication of Alcohol, Health and Research World.

What this means is that essentially all of the major functions of the old NCALI will still be performed by one organization. Essentially this should avoid duplication and competition between the contracts and still give the consumers "one-stop shopping"! New personnel and some of the familiar names from NCALI have begun work under the new contracts, but much work is still ahead. There is a new location for the Clearinghouse, although the post office box and phone number will remain the same.

PO Box 2345
Rockville, MD 20852
(301) 468-2600

The new librarian for the OSAP Clearinghouse is Lisa A. Swanberg. The new librarian for the NIAAA Alcohol Data Base is Ellen McGinn. Joan Hurley is the director of the Clearinghouse. Steve Sonner is the new editor of Alcohol, Health and Research World and Chief for the Alcohol Data Base project.

In early January, CSR invited five SALIS librarians to Rockville to make recommendations on the direction and plans for the new Clearinghouse.

Online and Database News

The alcohol data base, produced by the former National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information under contract from the NIAAA, is soon to be released. BRS, Bibliographic Retrieval Services, will vend the information data base under the code name ETOH. Coverage will include the years 1984 to the present, with abstracts of books, journal articles, government documents, and conference papers. A demonstration of this on-line data base will be exhibited at the San Diego Symposium. BRS regularly offers training for their system in major cities in the U.S. and elsewhere. Call or write them for their time schedule of workshops. Contact:

BRS Training
1200 Route 7
Latham, NY 12110
Attn.: Connie Coons

SALIS Directory Addenda

Libraries from Czechoslovakia and Montana have been added to the SALIS Directory 1987-88. Please see the entries on page 7 of this issue which can be easily removed to include in the Directory.

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION (from page 1)

Membership gives you a subscription to SALIS News, one copy of the SALIS Directory, bylaws of the organization, and many free materials from the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and Drug Information. Specifically, you will automatically receive updates, fact sheets, and bibliographies as they are produced by the Clearinghouse, Prevention Pipelinge, and Alcohol Health and Research World. Currently the Fall issue of AH&RW should be coming to you, as well as the Prevention Pipelinge, Vol. 1, No. 1, which includes the new Alcohol and Other Drug Awareness Service. If you have not received either of these materials by March 15, please contact Mary Milar at the Clearinghouse.

In this issue, the names of all of the new/first time members in SALIS for 1988 are listed along with the new officers. In the next issue we will list all of the 1988 membership. Make sure you get your dues in by the deadline -- April 1 -- so that you will be on this list. See form inside.

SALIS News
CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS (from page 1)

The developing countries are "data poor," according to Grant, and without funds to buy books and journals. SALIS needs to continue to advocate the importance of access to information and to assist in making information more widely available. Although the WHO produces many publications dealing with the international alcohol and drug abuse problems, this material is not always widely disseminated.

David Archibald, president of the International Council on Alcohol and the Addictions, invited SALIS to consider the idea of forming a special section within ICAA. Marcy Chan and others will investigate what this would mean for SALIS and its individual members.

Bob Denniston, Director, Division of Communications Programs for Office on Substance Abuse Prevention presented an organizational chart of ADAMHA and clarified the various roles and responsibilities of all of the new divisions of OSAP, the Clearinghouse, and the materials development project.

Bette Reimer, Conference Chair, acting on the theme of the symposium presented four resolutions for discussion and endorsement.

1) SALIS will continue to assume a leading role in the international exchange of information in the alcohol and drug field. To this end, SALIS supports the need to systematize the international exchange of information. SALIS recognizes the importance of the consideration of the information needs of developing countries in this endeavor.

2) SALIS will actively pursue the support and collaboration of national and international agencies to ensure a systematic method of information exchange is established.

3) SALIS will continue to actively campaign to increase its network, particularly with respect to representatives from developing countries.

4) SALIS will adopt a strong advocacy position and will lobby to raise the awareness of the other sectors (policy; treatment; prevention; education; research) to ensure adequate attention is given to the needs of the information sector.

All were unanimously approved. Further business included:
- a resolution that SALIS officially invite special interest group (SIG) membership from Australia, the South Pacific and East Asia;
- the creation of a thesaurus committee under the chair of Elva Yanez, Prevention Research Center (NOTE: This group will meet in San Diego in March)
- a proposed union list project to be coordinated at Rutgers.

Anyone who would like to see complete minutes of the business meeting should contact Marcy Chan, SALIS Secretary.

New from NCADI

MS342 Clinicians' Reading List on Alcohol and Other Drug Dependencies. August 1987.
MS340 Medical Education and Substance Abuse. August 1987.
RP0680 Status of the 1990 Objectives on Misuse of Alcohol and Other Drugs.
PHD04 When Cocaine Affects Someone You Love (pamphlet published by NIDA).
PHD191 Drug Use Among Ethnic Minorities. (material from NIDA Technical Review held in summer of 1983).

To order any of the above materials, please include the code number to the left of each title. Order from: NCADI PO Box 2345 Rockville, MD 20852 (301) 468-2600 Most of these will automatically be sent to SALIS Libraries and Information Centers.

WHO Publications

To follow up on Marcus Grant's suggestion, (see Conference Highlights), a new column on WHO publications will become a regular feature in SALIS News. WHO disseminates a publications catalog, entitled Drug Abuse/Alcohol Abuse which lists and annotates selected documents put out by WHO in recent years. The following are a few current documents to note:


For a copy of the publications list or individual publications, write to the WHO Publications center in your country.

US: WHO Publications Center 49 Sheridan Avenue Albany, NY 12210
Government Documents/ Fugitive Literature


By research and training awards given to individuals and institutions by the three ADAMHA institutes: the NIAAA, NIDA and NIMH. Recipients were from 46 states, the District of Colombia, Puerto Rico and six foreign countries in fiscal year 1986.

This publication includes information on type of award, principal investigator, project title, grant number, program class code, amount awarded, geographic location, and sponsoring institution.

Availability:
NCADI
PO Box 2345
Rockville, MD 20852

ISBN 0662 55526-0
Catalogue No.: XC28-332/1-28

Hearings across Canada provided a forum for experts in the field to voice their concerns regarding the problems of substance use/abuse in Canada. This report summarizes those hearings, and outlines thirty-one recommendations covering areas such as prevention, treatment and rehabilitation, Native alcohol and drug programs, drinking and driving, the workplace, beverage alcohol availability, etc. Of interest to SALIS are recommendations nos. 29 - 31 concerning the creation of a National Centre on Substance Abuse which "should disseminate information about substance abuse," "develop a national substance abuse data base," and "establish a clearinghouse for the dissemination of national and international information on alcohol and other substance abuse."

Available from:
Supply and Services
Canada Government Publications Center
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0S9 Canada
price: free - include ISBN and catalogue number


In this third progress report to date, NCADD presents a summary of countermeasures/laws enacted by various states to deal with the drink driving problems, and outlines some of the goals and problem areas still to be met.
Available from:
NCADD
1140 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

The range of issues being presented here includes history of Puerto Rican drinking patterns, patterns and problems among Hispanic youth, prevention, intervention, and treatment. The bibliography alone is well worth the cost.
Available from:
Hispanic Health Council
96-98 Cedar Street
Hartford, CT 06106
price: $7.50

Periodical News

Addiction Program Management: The monthly advisory for addiction program executives and managers. Vol. 1, No. 1, September 1987. In SALIS News, Vol. 6, No. 4, information concerning this newsletter was taken from material in the publisher's announcement. With the 24 page premier issue in hand, here are a few of the news items being featured. Most importantly, one gets the text of the newly devised JCAH accreditation standards for addiction programs along with some commentary and explanation. These standards will appear as separate chapters in both the Accreditation Manual for Hospitals and the Consolidated Standards Manual. Further highlights include "Targeted TV ads boost volume," "Aftercare: model programs share tips," "Selling to corporate business," "Effective ways to maximize collections," and "Dealing with drug diversion."
Addiction Program Management
67 Peachtree Park Drive, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30309
(800) 554-1032
price: $159.00 for 12 issues/year

Alcoholism - Codependency - Addiction Lifeline. A new magazine, from the same editorial group that developed Alcoholism & Addiction magazine, will soon be published. Lifeline, a bimonthly, is aimed at the public consumer and will be offered on the newsstand as well as by subscription.
A preview of the first issue lists sections on Prevention, Treatment and Recovery, each offering 6 - 12 pages on news items and stories of interest to individuals and families who must deal with problems related to alcohol and other drugs. There will be a Helpline Directory of 16 pages listing treatment, self-help and counseling, 800-holne numbers, and a lot more. First issue Summer 88.

National Foundation for Alcoholism Communications (NFAC)
352 Halladay
Seattle, WA 98109
(800) LIFELYN
price: $2.50 (newsstand)
$15.00 (subscription/year)
$27.00 (subscription/2 years)

Epidemiologic Report -- a monthly which began in May of 1987, has just made its way to my desk. Produced by the (AEDS) Alcohol Epidemiologic Data System, in cooperation with NIAAA's Division of Biometry and Epidemiology, this two page newsletter is worth a lot more than its weight . . . Interestingly, the first line of the first issue reads "AEDS Might Be NIAAA's 'Best Kept Secret' Says DBE's Director." The newsletter contains information on the various alcohol and other data collection efforts of the federal government, new findings as analyzed by the AEDS group, new publications available, notes on the Quick Facts Bulletin Board, and lots more.

Available from:
AEDS
1400 Eye Street, N.W.
Suite 600
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 842-7600
contact: Cathy Freel

A newsletter is being published by the National Hispanic Family Against Drug Abuse, a national alliance of individuals, organizations and communities working for a drug free future. News and information on what different agencies, professionals, parents and youth groups are doing in Hispanic communities to prevent substance abuse, sources of financial and technical support and legislative and regulatory action. Membership in NHFADA is open to all.

National Hispanic Family Against Drug Abuse
1511 K Street, N.W.
Suite 1029
Washington, DC 20005

Prevention Pipeline (PP) has resumed publication, and has elected to begin volume and numbering ("Vol. 1, No. 1") all over again. The Pipeline will be produced by the new Clearinghouse. Also to note is that Alcohol Awareness Service becomes Alcohol and Drug Awareness Service and will be a part of the PP, along with coverage of new prevention research on youth, and other news from the prevention field.

Bureau of National Affairs is publishing State Legislative Reviews: Substance Abuse, which includes legislation introduced in each state in 1987, concerning human resource and labor concerns, work place issues such as drug testing, etc. Approximately 35 - 50 pp. according to the BNA client services manager, this report will include "the substance of each proposal, the status at year's end and an executive summary highlighting the actions." Some of this information is contained in National Report on Substance Abuse (BNA) if you are already subscribing.

Availability:
Bureau of National Affairs
BNA Plus
1231 25th Street, N.W. Room 211
Washington, DC 20037-6742
price: $95.00 plus tax

What's New in Reference Sources

Andrea Mitchell, Information Specialist
Alcohol Research Group

Bibliography


Beginning with this issue of the AID Bulletin, is a bibliography on multidisabled substance abuse. Since the number of citations is too lengthy for one issue, it will be run in sections according to alphabetical order. From this first list A - D's, material covered includes journal articles, unpublished papers, chapters from books, and conference papers. The term multidisabled has been used broadly in this compilation to include mental and physical disabilities, the problems, treatment and intervention.

Available from:
Addiction Intervention with the Disabled
c/o Alexander Boros
Department of Sociology
Kent State University
Kent, OH 44242


Material includes works that describe indicators of health status, social problems and alcohol consumption
as well as drinking behaviors in relation to cultural, historical, sociological, anthropological, political and economic perspectives. Although most of the citations are from the 70's and 80's, a few range back as far as 1881. Subject index included.

Available from:
Center for Alcohol and Addiction Studies
University of Alaska, Anchorage
3211 Providence Drive
Anchorage, AK 99508
price: free


Brief annotations are provided for 380 entries dealing with the subject of primary prevention. Material is organized by substance: alcohol, illicit drugs, pharmaceuticals, solvents and tobacco, and then subcategorized by topics: research, policy, theory, programs, international, historical, and general. Some core-knowledge materials published prior to 1981 are included as well as relevant literature on mental and cardiovascular health, public health, health promotion and law enforcement. A useful resource for program planners and managers, policy and evaluation researchers, front-line prevention workers, educators, community action groups, and students.

Available from:
Alberta Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission
Production and Distribution
2nd Floor
10909 Jasper Ave.
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 3M9
Canada
price: $10.00 Canadian payable to AADAC


A new bibliography on the workplace includes more than 1,000 references covering the period 1972-1986 organized by the following topics: definitions; identification; diagnosis; companies and management; unions; safety; employee dismissal; government; specific occupations; women; counseling and treatment. This should be a good update to the ARF annotated bibliography on Occupational Alcoholism published in 1984. Author, subject, and company name indexes are a real plus in this volume, compared to the earlier work, as is the section on "specific occupations" not included in the former. A very useful reference source!

Available from:
Greenwood Press
88 Post Road West

Box 5007
Westport, CT 06881
price: $39.95


These are annotated bibliographies covering other bibliographies, effects of alcohol on driving, accidents and driver's blood levels, drinking driver characteristics, public attitudes, education programs, countermeasures, the control system, and U.S. programs, task forces and committee reports. Additionally there is a ten page section covering material from other countries. Time frame is late sixties to mid-eighties.

Available from:
Northwestern University Traffic Institute
PO Box 1409
Evanston, IL 60204
price: $15.00

Statistical Sources


The latest information on per-capita consumption by state with trend data from 1950-1985 for the U.S. as a whole. Tables, graphs, charts, and references.


Report on fatal traffic accidents (source: FARS data) over the past nine years as cited. Includes information on mean blood alcohol level, alcohol-related fatalities by age and sex, rates per 100 million vehicle miles traveled, etc. Tables, graphs, charts, references.


(Reference Sources continued page 9)
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

SPECIAL INFORMATION CENTER FOR PSYCHIATRY
PSYCHIATRIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CS-181 03
Praha 8, Czechoslovakia
855 9002

Type: research
Parent Organization: NO
Date Established: 1961
Contact Person(s): Alena Palcova, Ph.D.
Size of Collection: 8000 books; 120 journals
Other Materials: 2000 other materials

Films: NO
Video Material: NO
Microforms: YES
News Clippings: NO
Photocopy Service: YES
On-Line searches: YES
Systems/Vendors used: GOLEM
Databases searched: Excerpta Medica

Periodicals Published:
(1) Psychiatric Research Institute News
(2) Signal for Psychiatry

Subject Strengths:
Epidemiology of alcohol abuse; social aspects; attitudes to alcohol use; longitudinal research on alcohol abuse

Special Collections: NO
Services:
Membership:
SALIS

MONTANA

RIMROCK FOUNDATION LIBRARY
1236 North 28th Street, Suite 714
Billings, MT 59101
(406) 252-8362 or (800) 826-7008

Type: treatment center library
Parent Organization: Rimrock Foundation
Date Established: 1986
Contact Person(s): Constance Lavoy, Information Specialist
Size of Collection:
400 books; 6 journals; 3 newsletters
Other Materials:
2 vertical file drawers, reprints, pamphlets

Films: NO
Video Material: YES
Microforms: YES
News Clippings: YES
Photocopy Service: YES
On-Line searches: YES
Systems/Vendors used: NLM; DIALOG
Databases searched: ERIC; PsychInfo; Melline; NTIS

Periodicals Published:

Subject Strengths:
Adolescents; compulsive behavior disorders (anorexia, bulimia, gambling, sexual disorders)

Special Collections: NO
Services:
Current contents; online searches
Membership:
Billings Area Health Sciences Information Consortium; SALIS

Addenda 2/88
1988 SALIS Board Members

Nancy Sutherland, Chair
Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Institute
University of Washington
3937 15th Ave, NE NL-15
Seattle, WA 98105
(206) 543-0937

Virginia V. Rolett, Vice Chair
Dartmouth Medical School
9 Maynard Street
Hanover, NH 03756
(603) 646-8139

Margy Chan,
Secretary/Membership Chair
Addiction Research Foundation Library, Manager
33 Russell Street
Toronto, Ontario M5S 2S1
(416) 595-6144

Gail Weinberg, Treasurer
University of Minnesota
308 Harvard Street, S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55455
(612) 624-6492

Andrea L. Mitchell,
Editor, SALIS News
Alcohol Research Group
1816 Scenic Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94709
(415) 642-5208

Patricia MacNeil-Maxwell,
Canadian SIG Chair
Nova Scotia Commission on Drug Dependency
Suite 314 Lord Nelson Building 5675
Spring Garden
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 1H1
(902) 424-4270

New SALIS Members 1988

VA Medical Center
Library Service
Bldg. 4 Library
Coatesville, PA 19320

Beverly Allen
Multi-Media Center
720 Westview Drive SW
Atlanta, GA 30310-1495
(404) 752-1530

Patty Auger
Office of Alcohol & Drug Abuse Programs
103 S. Main Street
Waterbury, VT 05676
(802) 241-2178

Bob Bell
AADAC – Red Deer
4920 - 51 St.
Red Deer, Alberta T4N 6K8
(403) 340-7165

Doris A. Bolt
YMCA of Delaware
11th & Washington Streets
Wilmington, DE 19801
(302) 571-6795

Margarette Cannacho
Dynamic Medical of Puerto Rico
1117 Reparto Metropolitan
Rio Piedras, PR 00921
(809) 783-1068

M. Amos Clifford
Turning Point
119 S. Locust
Viania, CA 93201
(209) 627-1385

Marilee Credlan
Akron City Hospital
525 East Market Street
Akron, OH 44309
(216) 375-3209

Robert Denniston
Office for Substance Abuse Prevention
5600 Fishers Lane
Parklawn Building, Rm 13A-54
Rockville, MD 20857
(301) 443-0373

Christopher L. Faegre
National Prevention Network
444 Capitol Street N.W., Suite 520
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 783-6808

David Grant
Institute on Black Chemical Abuse
2614 Nicollet Avenue S.
Minneapolis, MN 55407
(612) 825-3134

Shannon Grimes
Alberta Women’s Secretariat
Kensington Place
10011-109 St. 8th Floor
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 3S8
(403) 422-4927

Sanford W. Hawkins
Office of Prevention and Recovery from Alcohol and Drug Abuse
2744-B Wooddale Boulevard
Baton Rouge, LA 70805
(504) 922-0727

Cathryn Jordan
VA Medical Center
Garden Valley Boulevard
Roseburg, OR 97470

Deborah Kay
Addiction Research Foundation Library
33 Russell Street
Toronto, Ontario M5S 2S1
(416) 595-6144

Hugh M. Kilbourne
Rimrock Foundation
1231 N. 29th Street
Billings, MT 59101-0147
(406) 252-2332

Pamela Miles
Shick Shadel Hospital
Medical Library
PO Box 48149
Seattle, WA 98166
(206) 244-8100

Joseph Motter
MACRO Systems
8630 Fenton Avenue
Suite 300
Silver Spring, MD 20910
(301) 588-5484

Alena Palcova
Special Information Center for Psychiatry
Psychiatric Research Institute
CS-181 03
Praha 8
Czechoslovakia

Steven Ranslow
State Prevention Coordinator
Virgin Islands Gov’t
PO Box 1117, Richmond
Christiansted
St. Croix, VI 00820
(809) 775-8443

Dr. Bettina Scott
Office for Substance Abuse Prevention
5600 Fishers Lane
Rm 13A-44
Rockville, MD 20857
(301) 443-0377

Ardith Smith
AADAC – Edmonton
10909 Jasper Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 3M9
(403) 427-7303

Arthur Stone
Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs
103 S. Main Street
Waterbury, VT 05676
(802) 241-2176

Keith Walls
AADAC – Edmonton
10909 Jasper Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 3M9
(403) 427-4275
REFERENCES SOURCES (continued from page 6)

Deaths from liver cirrhosis occurring between 1970 - 1984 by race, sex and age, age-adjusted and age-specific rates by race and sex for years 1910 - 1984, etc. Detailed information on methodology and sources used to compile this report, figures and references.

The above are available from:
Alcohol Epidemiologic Data System
CSR Inc.
1400 Eye Street, N.W.
Suite 600
Washington, DC 20005

A succinct statistical report on a few of the major data collection efforts done in Australia. Includes Drug Use By the Young; Legal Use of Narcotics and Pharmaceuticals; Alcohol Consumption and Drinking Patterns; Tobacco Use; Deaths from Alcohol and Other Drug Use; and Poisonings.

New Research Center

The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism has funded a new national alcohol research center at the University of Michigan. The focus of the research will be aging.

Film Evaluation Summary

Following are more film evaluations from the Wisconsin Clearinghouse. This issue includes all films not previously reviewed.
Doug White
Wisconsin Clearinghouse
1245 East Washington Avenue
Madison, WI 53703

Film Evaluations -- January 1988

Alcohol & You: The College Scene
1987 Audiovisual Center
University of Iowa
Iowa City, IA 52242
(319) 335-2539
SUB: Alcohol physiology
AUD: College
RATE: Good

Friends for Life
1987 Gerald T. Rogers Productions
5215 Old Orchard Road, # 990
Skokie, IL 60077
(800) 227-9100
SUB: Suicide prevention
AUD: High school - Adult
RATE: Excellent

Innocent Addicts
1987 Pyramid Film and Video
P.O. Box 1048
Santa Monica, CA 90404
(800) 421-2304
SUB: Pre- and post-natal drug effects
AUD: High school - Adult
RATE: Very good

One of Our Own - A Story About AIDS in the Workplace
1987 Dartnell Corporation
PO Box 25764
Chicago, IL 60625
(312) 561-4000
SUB: AIDS, Corporate policy, EAP
AUD: Employers, Employees
RATE: Excellent

Playsafe
1987 Wisconsin Public Television
3319 W. Beltline Hwy
Madison, WI 53713
(608) 273-5500
SUB: Prevention, Intervention
AUD: School coaches, Extracurricular staff
RATE: Good

A Pregnant Woman Never Drinks Alone
1987 Universal Health Associates
1101 Connecticut Ave., N.W., #605
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 429-9506
SUB: Fetal alcohol syndrome
AUD: Middle school - Adult
RATE: Very Good

Sex, Drugs and AIDS
1987 Milwaukee AIDS Resource Center
PO Box 92505
Milwaukee, WI 53202
(414) 273-2437
SUB: AIDS, IV drug use, Health promotion
AUD: High school
RATE: Excellent

Sober Graduation: Make It To Your Future
1987 FMS Productions, Inc.
520 E. Montecito St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
(805) 564-2488
SUB: Drink/drive prevention
AUD: High school
RATE: Average
The Subject is AIDS
1987 Milwaukee AIDS Resource Center
PO Box 92505
Milwaukee, WI 53202
(414) 273-2437
SUB: AIDS, IV Drug use
AUD: High school -- Adult
RATE: Excellent

Too Dangerous to Work With
1987 FMS Productions, Inc.
520 E. Montecito St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
(805) 564-2488
SUB: AODA at workplace
AUD: Blue collar workers
RATE: Good

Treating the Chemically Dependent Woman & Her Child
1987 Pyramid Film and Video
P.O. Box 1048
Santa Monica, CA 90404
(800) 421-2304
SUB: AODA treatment, Pre- and Post-natal drug effects
AUD: AODA health professionals
RATE: Excellent

What Everyone Should Know About Cocaine and Crack
1987 FMS Productions, Inc.
520 E. Montecito St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
(805) 564-2488
SUB: Drug information prevention
AUD: High school - Adult
RATE: Average

What Everyone Should Know About Drinking and Driving
1987 FMS Productions, Inc.
520 E. Montecito St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
(805) 564-2488
SUB: Drink/drive prevention
AUD: High school - Adult
RATE: Good

What Everyone Should Know About Drug Abuse
1987 FMS Productions, Inc.
520 E. Montecito St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
(805) 564-2488
SUB: Drug information prevention
AUD: High school - Adult
RATE: Not recommended

SALIS Directory Updates

With any directory there are always changes. By the time the SALIS Directory had been printed, contact persons, phone numbers, and addresses were already dated.

Please note the following additions and/or changes to the Associations, Foundations, Societies, Councils, Self Help Groups, Networks and Other Organizations Concerned about Substance Abuse section of the SALIS Directory 1987-88, pages 83 - 100 and/or to main entries. Information listed in bold is new.

UPDATE (directory entry # 129)
Alcohol and Drug Foundation, Australia
PO Box 269
Woden ACT 2606
Australia
(062) 811 002
and
1st Floor
19-23 Townshend Street
Phillip, ACT 2606

ADD
American Council for Drug Education
204 Monroe Street
Rockville, MD
(301) 294-0600
contact: Trina Brugger
and
136 East 64th Street
New York, NY 10021
(212) 758-8060

ADD
Alcohol Disease Foundation
33 Eglantine Avenue
Pennington, NJ 08534
(609) 737-0888
contact: Frank Schley

ADD
Americans for Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment
National Headquarters
400 First Street, NW, Suite 712
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 347-7878

ADD
Community Intervention
529 S. 7th Street, Suite 570
Minneapolis, MN 55415

UPDATE (directory entry # 18)
Drug Program Office Prevention Resource Center
Phone: (805) 681-5440
Gifts and Exchange

The Finnish Foundation for Alcohol Studies has decided to make available a number of back volumes of its publication series to interested researchers and libraries. The books carry no charge but the recipient should cover the mailing costs on delivery. If you would like to see the list of available titles, please contact:
Andrea Mitchell
Alcohol Research Group Library
1816 Scenic Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94709

Deadline for the Spring Issue of SALIS News
MAY 1, 1988

SALIS Subscription/Membership Form

I am renewing my membership in SALIS (Substance Abuse Librarians and Information specialists) for the calendar year 1987. If you are renewing a membership but replacing someone else from your organization, please indicate the name of the former member here:

I want to become a new member of SALIS (calendar year 1987).
I would like to enter/renew my subscription to SALIS News. U.S., Canada, Mexico: $15.00/year; others: $20.00/year.
I would like to remain on the complimentary list (remember to give us your name as it appears on the label).
Check here if your organization is listed in the SALIS Directory.

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY (check one)

Contributing Member ($25.00 per year). (Includes subscription to SALIS News and SALIS Directory).
Associate Member ($20.00 per year) -- members of ADDLIS only (includes subscription to SALIS News only).

Please make checks payable to SALIS. Foreign payment should be in checks drawn on U.S. banks. Mail renewal form and payment to:
Margy Chan, SALIS Secretary and Membership Chair
Addiction Research Foundation Library
33 Russell Street
Toronto, Ontario M5S 2S1 Canada

Your Name & Title:
__________________________________________________________
Organization:
__________________________________________________________
Address:
__________________________________________________________
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